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extendable bouldering brush

deWoodstok’s extendable bouldering brush consists of an the extendable stick and 
deWoodstok’s brush head equipped with two boar hair brushes. From now on, every hold can 
be brushed, no matter its angle or shape. The extendable bouldering brush is 140cm long 
and 228cm in its extended position. By turning the pole, you can fi x it to any height between 
those two lengths. The extendable bouldering brush is recommended for personal outdoor 
use because of its size and weight. It will do the job perfectly for low and medium high 
boulders. It can withstand intensive use and fi ts easily in your crash pad to carry it with you.

The extendable bouldering brush is assembled in the Netherlands.

deWoodstok’s extendable bouldering brush XL consists of the extendable stick XL, 
deWoodstok’s connector and deWoodstok’s brush head equipped with two boar hair 
brushes. From now on, every hold can be brushed, no matter its angle or shape. The 
stick has a button to change the height. The extendable bouldering brush XL is 161cm 
long and 266cm in its extended position and therefore reaches higher than the standard 
extendable bouldering brush. The extendable bouldering brush XL is recommended 
for intens commercial use in boulder gyms or at competitions because of its sturdy 
pole. Also it has a longer reach than our standard extendable bouldering brush.

The extendable bouldering brush XL is assembled in the Netherlands.

deWoodstok’s deWoodstok’s bigger hand brush is made for brushing slopers and small 
edges at eye-level height. This brush has been specially developed for rock climbing and 
bouldering, indoors and outdoors. The bigger hand brush has been extensively tested to 
determine the density and length of the boar hair bristles to achieve the best brushing 
result. The beech wooden handle is sturdy and won’t break regardless the pressure you 
might need to properly clean the holds. Easily stowed in your boulder bag, this brush 
is an indispensable tool to bring along to the gym or on your next bouldering trip!

The bigger hand brush is custom made in the Netherlands.

deWoodstok’s woodbord is a hangboard for all levels to increase, but also maintain fi nger 
strength. All holds are nicely rounded and feel comfortable for your fi ngers. The woodbord 
is milled from certifi ed bamboo, the logo is laser engraved. The fi bers of the material 
provide  high friction and are gentle to the skin. Perfect for training in the gym or at home! 

The woodbord includes:
• A large declining rim on top, perfect to warm-up
• 4-fi nger pockets with depths of 13, 16, 20, 25, 30 and 35mm
• 2-fi nger pockets with depths of 20 and 35mm
• 4 screws to mount on a wall for installation
The woodbord is custom made in the Netherlands.

EXTENSION
1400 > 2280mm

EXTENSION
1610 > 2660mm

extendable bouldering brush XL

bigger hand brush

SIZE
250 x 30 x 26mm 

WEIGHT
66 grams

MATERIAL
Beech wood, Boar hair

woodbord

SIZE
590 x 148 x 40mm

WEIGHT
1900 grams

SCREWS
4x Stainless steel 5,0x90

MATERIAL
Bamboo

ROTATION
Adjustable -45° to +45° 

ROTATION
Adjustable -45° to +45° 

BRUSHES+STICK INCLUDED

BRUSHES+STICK INCLUDED

WEIGHT
1245 grams 
including brushes

WEIGHT
816 grams 
including brushes
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big brush

SIZE
106 x 43 x 36mm

WEIGHT
72 grams 
including brushes

MATERIAL
Beech wood, Boar hair

brush head  

WEIGHT
282 grams

MATERIAL
PP Plastic & birch ply wood

INSERT INTO HEAD
Ø25mm

small brush

SIZE
180 x 15 x 21mm

WEIGHT
20 grams

MATERIAL
Beech wood, Boar hair

ROTATION
Adjustable -45° to +45° 

deWoodstok’s brush head is equipped with deWoodstok’s big brush and deWoodstok’s 
small brush and it fi ts the extendable stick and extendable stick XL in combination with the 
connector. With the use of the lever, you can adjust the angle of the brush head and clean 
holds in any position. The two different brushes are replaceable. If they’re worn out, just 
unscrew the two bolts and replace the brushes. The brush head contains milled and laser cut 
parts made of birch ply wood. The brush head is developed for indoor and outdoor use.

deWoodstok’s small brush is specially developed for rock climbing and bouldering, indoors and 
outdoors. The small brush is prepared to fi t deWoodstok’s brush head but can also be used as 
a hand brush. The small surface of boar hair bristles makes cleaning crimpers super easy.

The small brush has been extensively tested to determine the density and length of the 
boar hair bristles to achieve the best brushing result. The best results are also achieved 
by the size of the brush: small enough to enable you to properly clean small crimps and 
pockets, big enough to be sturdy and lasting. Easily stowed in your boulder bag, this brush 
is an indispensable tool to bring along to the gym or on your next bouldering trip!

deWoodstok’s small brush is a replacement part and can be purchased separately. You can 
also use it as a hand brush. Is your current small brush worn out? Just unscrew the two bolts and 
replace the small brush on the brush head. The small brush is perfect for indoor and outdoor use.
The small brush is custom made in the Netherlands.

deWoodstok’s big brush is specially developed for bouldering, indoors and 
outdoors. The big brush is prepared to fi t deWoodstok’s brush head and has a 
big surface of boar hair bristles which makes cleaning slopers, wall surfaces 
and elements super easy. The smallest edges will be no problem too! 

The big brush has been extensively tested to determine the density and length of 
the boar hair bristles to achieve the best brushing result. The best results are also 
achieved by the size of the brush: small enough to enable you to exert enough pressure 
when brushing high holds and large enough to be able to clean big holds.

deWoodstok’s big brush is a replacement part and can be purchased separately. Is 
your current big brush worn out? Just unscrew the two bolts and replace the big 
brush on the brush head. The big brush is perfect for indoor and outdoor use.

The big brush is custom made in the Netherlands.



FITS
3/4”-5 threaded top

EXTENSION
1350 > 2400mm

Contact deWoodstok at info@dewoodstok.nl for more information.

extendable stick XL

WEIGHT
925 grams

MATERIAL
Aluminum & Glass Fiber 
Reinforced Nylon

extendable stick

EXTENSION
1140 > 2020mm

WEIGHT
534 grams

MATERIAL
Steel & Plastic

INSERT INTO HEAD
Ø25mm

connector

About deWoodstok

SIZE
131mm x Ø33mm

WEIGHT
75 grams

MATERIAL
Glass Fiber Reinforced 
Nylon

TOP
3/4”-5 threaded
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deWoodstok’s extendable stick has a conical top and fi t’s deWoodstok’s brush 
head. The two buttons on the top of the extendable stick will prevent the brush 
head from coming loose. The extendable stick is extendable from 114cm to 202cm 
(without the brush head). By turning the pole, you can fi x it to any height between 
those two lengths. The extendable stick is perfect for indoor and outdoor use. 

deWoodstok’s extendable stick XL has a 3/4”-5 threaded top and comes together with 
deWoodstok’s connector. You can fi t deWoodstok’s brush head by turning the connector 
onto the threaded top. The stick has a button to change the height. The extendable 
stick XL is extendable from 135cm to 240cm (without the brush head) and therefore 
reaches higher than the standard extendable stick. The extendable stick XL is developed 
to handle intensive use in rough situations and is therefore perfect for indoor use and 
bouldering competitions. The threaded top of the extendable stick XL is similar to most 
US and Canadian pole tops. The connector does fi t most US and Canadian poles.

deWoodstok’s connector is developed to connect deWoodstok’s extendable stick XL or any other 
3/4”-5 threaded pole with deWoodstok’s brush head. The connector is compatible with most US 
and Canadian poles. You can fi t deWoodstok’s brush head by turning the connector onto the 
threaded top. The two buttons on the connector will prevent the brush head from coming loose 
from the extendable stick. The connector comes with a knurled ring for the best connection.

deWoodstok was founded by three Dutch climbers in 2012. Struck by the fact that even on bouldering world cups DIY brushes were used, 
they were convinced by the idea that brushing solutions could be improved. A phase of prototyping followed until the fi rst version of the 
extendable bouldering brush was released in 2013. By then it was the fi rst bouldering brush on the market to feature brushes that were 
adjustable in angle. Since the very start of this product, the IFSC has been using deWoodstok bouldering brushes at boulder World Cups 
worldwide. Throughout the years the product and its production process evolved. Brushes and parts improved for a better experience 
and an even more sturdy gym version was introduced (extendable bouldering brush XL - 2021). Along the way, the wish to improve 
bouldering tools on the market led to the introduction of other products: the bigger hand brush (2016) and the woodbord (2020).


